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Introduction
Activity BarCoding is a system using barcodes to simplify the process of recording statistics.
As a super user, you have a number of extra capabilities that normal users don’t. This
document will detail several tasks you’re likely to perform:


Add a cost centre



Add a staff member



Give a staff member auto-approval rights



Approve a timesheet



Create a barcode for the cost centre



Create a printed barcode



Initialise a scanner



Change discipline specific settings



Create a blanket referral



Close old referrals
Every step covered in this guide is covered in greater detail in the help
documentation. For more detail about these and other tasks you may need
to perform, see http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W260. This links to
the pages of the help documentation relevant to super users.
You can only make changes to units under your control – for example, a Cost
Centre Manager can only edit that cost centre, while a Health Service
Manager can make changes to any unit in the entire health service.
By the same token, a Discipline Administrator is only able to edit the settings
for their own discipline, while a Product Category Administrator can make
changes anywhere in the product category.
To see exactly what rights each user level provides, see
http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W90
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Adding and Creating
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Add a cost centre
About this task
The system models both the organizational hierarchy and physical structure of the
organisation, using two separate grouping systems. This allows you to report by either
location or organisational hierarchy, depending on which is more appropriate. Most reports
use the organisational hierarchy.
The organisational hierarchy has four levels. These are:


Health Service



Major Group, e.g. Medical, Surgical, Critical Care, Allied Health



Minor Group, e.g. Vascular Surgery, Renal Medicine, Physiotherapy



Cost Centre, used for program level funding, most minor groups will have only the
one cost centre

The physical structure has two levels. These are:


Facility, for each campus of a multi-facility organisation



Location, for the treatment setting in a facility, e.g. gym, outpatients & hands clinic,
wards

Do not record the same information two ways, e.g. by individually identifying wards. This
leads to extra data collection effort and mismatches. Use the receiving unit for the clinical
unit and the therapy setting for ED, ICU, Wards, Gym, Clinic 1, Clinic 2, etc.
There are two ways that cost centres are used in the system, payroll and receiving:
 "Payroll Cost Centre" refers to the home unit of the staff member, i.e. the unit
that is paying for the staff member's time. This will in most cases be the
discipline within the Allied Health Department. The management hierarchy is
based on payroll cost centre. Advanced users may want to track payroll time
separately if they occupy two roles, but most users will stick to their default,
set up in their staff account.
 "Receiving Cost Centre" is the unit that is receiving the benefit of the staff
member’s time. For clinical care, this is typically the clinical unit responsible
for the patient who is being treated.
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Steps to perform
Required Rights: Minor Group Manager or higher
Page: Health Service Structure
Select: Minor Group

 Click “New Cost Centre”. The new Cost Centre is shown, with values ready to be
filled out.
 Make sure to edit the ID, which is locked after saving.

 “ID” is how the Cost Centre is identified to the system – its primary key.


“Import Key” is used to identify sections when importing data from existing
systems. It is also used to interface to your PAS. If you intend to import data, the key
should match the primary key on your existing systems.

 “Discipline” identifies a discipline to be associated with the cost centre. If the cost
centre is not an Allied Health Cost Centre, [None] can be selected so the cost centre
is not associated with any specific discipline.
 “Allow Patient Time Assigned” means this cost centre can have clinical care time
assigned to it. You may wish to untick this for staff member’s default units to avoid
time accidentally being assigned to an allied health unit.
When you’re done, click “Save”.
For further detail about creating cost centres, see
http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W100
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Add a staff member
About this task


To let staff upload, edit and view their data, they need to have an account
on the system.



You can only create accounts for staff members in cost centres you have
permission to edit – e.g. a Cost Centre Manager can only create staff
members in their cost centre, while a Major Group Manager can create staff
members in any of the cost centres in any of the minor groups in their major
group.



You cannot give a staff member a higher level of permissions than you hold
– so a Cost Centre Manager can only create users and Cost Centre
Managers.



If you are adding a student select “yes” in the student drop down. Students
can share an account however if you want multiple students to record their
data individually create an ABC account for each them and call their
username as “Student 1”, “Student 2” etc. That way you can keep using
those accounts each time you get new students



For locum staff you could set up accounts with the username “Locum 1” or
“Locum 2” etc.



“Payroll Cost Centre” is the cost centre that the staff member is on the
payroll of.



“Receiving Cost Centre” is the cost centre receiving the treatment provided
by the staff member, subdivided into “Patient” and “Non-Patient” (NonPatient includes non individual patient attributable clinical care time and
non-clinical care time such as research).
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Steps to perform
Required Rights: Cost Centre Manager or higher
Page: Staff
Select: Cost Centre
 Click the “New Staff Member” button on the right. The entry for the new
staff member is created, with details waiting to be filled out.


“Staff Number” is used when adding other staff members to a session.



“Management Level” and “Administrator Level” are used to determine what
permissions the user will have. See http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W90 for
details.

 “User Name” and “Password” are the staff member’s login details for ABC.
 The “Auto Approves” checkbox gives the user ‘auto-approve’ rights. See
below for details.
 “Receiving Cost Centre” can be changed on an individual session basis - the
setting on the staff member’s account sets the default. Since Receiving Cost
Centre is derived from Payroll Cost Centre by default, Payroll Cost Centre
should be set first.
When you’re done, click “Save”.
For further detail about adding a staff member to the system, see
http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W42
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Give a staff member auto-approval rights
About this task
In ABC, data goes through several stages before it is included in reports.
1. When it is first entered or scanned, it is classified as Pending Submission. This
means that the user can edit the sessions to correct any errors before they are
included in reports.
2. Once the user is satisfied that the information is correct, they submit it for
approval. This is an intermediary stage – it is “locked” against being edited
accidentally, but can be unlocked by the user to make edits when necessary. If
edited, the data then has to be re-submitted.
3. In the final stage, after a manager has looked at and ‘approved’ the data, the
user is unable to further edit their data since it may have been included in
reports. (The manager can still edit it if necessary.)
Once users get the hang of entering their data, their manager can give them ‘auto-approve’
rights. This bypasses the second stage, marking submitted data as approved immediately.
To get good quality data flowing into management and regulatory reports, the data is
validated before submission. Sessions that do not meet validation conditions will not be
submitted if “Submit today” is clicked. Invalid sessions come in two severities:
 Warning: The data is not submitted if the “Submit today” button is pressed,
but the session submitted individually by clicking the session’s “Submit”
button. Indicated by a yellow triangle on the session.
Example: staff member in two concurrent sessions at once.
 Failure: The data cannot be submitted (even using the individual session’s
“Submit” button) until the error is corrected. Indicated by a red circle on the
session.
Example: Clinical Care session with a patient with no referral.
Warnings can be circumvented, since the user may have a valid reason for the data they are
entering. Failures cannot be circumvented.
For more information about session validation, see
http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W19
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Steps to perform
Required Rights: Cost Centre Manager or higher
Page: Staff
Select: Staff member

 Tick the “Auto Approves” checkbox near the bottom of their details.

 When you’re done, click “Save”.
Now when the staff member submits data, it will bypass the Pending Approval stage and get
approved immediately (assuming the data is valid).
For further detail about giving auto-approve permissions, see
http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W262
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Approve a timesheet
About this task


As a super user, you are able to approve submitted sessions for staff
members in units within your control. It is possible to approve an individual
session or all sessions for a day.



When in approval mode, the calendar at the top left will show days with
sessions pending approval in bold.



It is possible to filter the sessions appearing in the calendar by staff member
and/or session status (Pending Submission, Pending Approval, Approved).
To do so, click “Filters” (above the timesheet) and select what you’d like to
filter by from the dropdowns.

Steps to perform
Required Rights: Cost Centre Manager or higher
Page: Session editor
 To enter approval mode, select “Approval Mode” from the dropdown near
the top on the right hand side.

 To edit and approve an individual session, click the session. You are able to
make any changes needed. When you’re ready, click its “Approve” button.
 To approve all valid sessions, click “Approve Today” on the left. You can then
edit invalid sessions to correct errors.
 To approve all sessions for the day, valid
and invalid, click “Approve All Today”.
 You can use the calendar to navigate to
other days to approve sessions as
necessary.
For further detail about approving timesheets,
see http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W32
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Create a barcode
About this task
The key function of ABC is turning scanned barcodes into timesheets. To do this, you need
the system to know what those barcodes mean. There are a variety of barcode actions
available.


Start Session, which starts a session of the specified Activity Type, e.g.
Clinical Care or Research.



Stop Session, which stops the current session.



Set Location, which selects the specified Location as the treatment setting
for the session.



Set Activity Type, which changes the Activity Type of the current session –
useful if the session was initially scanned incorrectly.



Set Group, which allows multiple patients to be scanned as a single session.
This only affects open sessions.



Add Patient, which starts a new clinical care session if one is not already
running, then adds a patient with the specified code as their patient
number.



Set OutPatient, which signifies that the most recently scanned patient is
being seen as an outpatient (or inpatient, if that is what is specified instead
– inpatient is the default, though).



Add Intervention, which adds an intervention to the record of the current
clinical care session.



Add Supply Use, which adds a supply use to the record of the current clinical
care session.



Set Receiving Cost Centre, which defines the cost centre that the staff
member is receiving the patient from.



Set Payroll Cost Centre, which defines which cost centre is paying for the
staff member's time.



Close Referral, which closes the (open) referral for the last patient number
scanned.



Add Unknown (Dummy) Patient, which can take the place of a patient
number if the patient’s barcode is unavailable.



Replace Last Unknown (Dummy) Patient, which replaces the most recent
dummy patient with a real patient number. Scanning this barcode should be
followed by scanning a patient number.

The “Regular Expression” option allows a single barcode action to match against many
barcodes that use a specific pattern. This is most useful for patient numbers. It may also be
useful for supplies if their barcode includes a batch number, though this is not normally the
case.
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It is possible to create a single barcode that chains several actions together, by using the
same text each time. This is particularly useful for “Set Group” – add a code to start a session
using the same text as the Group barcode, and the user only has to scan one code to start a
group session. To create a “Start Group” barcode, create a barcode action with the text, e.g.
“SGRP” and the action “Set as Group” – then create a second barcode action with that same
text, “SGRP”, and the action “Start a new Clinical Care Session”.

Steps to perform
The steps that follow are to create a barcode for Cardiology as a Receiving Cost Centre, but
the process for other barcode types is similar.
Required Rights: System Administrator, Product Category Administrator, or Discipline
Administrator
Page: Barcodes
 Click “Barcode” in the administration
section.

 Select the barcode type you want to create. In this case, “Set Receiving Cost
Centre”.
 Fill out the rest of the details. In this case, selecting the Cardiology cost
centre from the drop down. The final field is what the text of the barcode
when printed should be. Use a short, unique barcode. We recommend that
receiving cost centre barcodes start with an “R” followed by the ID. In this
case, that would be “RCARD” – ‘R’ for ‘Receiving Cost Centre’, ‘CARD’ for
‘Cardiology’. The text should be in uppercase. For suggestions on the text for
barcodes, see http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W263
 When you’re done, click “Save”.

The barcode has now been entered into the system, ready to be created in printed form.
For further detail about creating barcode actions, see
http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W35
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Create a printed barcode
About this task


Once the barcode action has been created, it is then necessary to create the
physical version to be scanned.



When the client software was installed, a font was added to the computer –
‘PF Barcode 39’. This is a barcode font – used to make printed barcodes.



This task is best performed in Excel. Some other editors (including Word)
add a character at the end of the line that confuses the scanner.



It is a good idea to produce templates for your health service to allow users
to print replacements for mislaid scan sheets. If it includes all codes for your
health service, they can customise it to only showing the codes they need by
either hiding the irrelevant rows or printing it out then physically cutting and
pasting them into an arrangement that suits them.

Steps to perform
 Open Excel.
 Type the code that was created in the “Create a barcode” process, as it
appears in the system, along with an asterisk at either end. Like so:
*RCARD*
Add a label to indicate what the code does.
 Increase the font size. This makes it easier for the scanner to read. If
printing on an inkjet, 16pt is necessary. If using a laser printer, 12pt should
be sufficient.
 Change the font on the text that will become the barcode (including the
asterisks) to ‘PF Barcode 39’. Since Excel shows the text of each font’s name
in that font, you’ll be able to pick it because it’s the one that looks like a
barcode, under “P”.
Having done that, you now have a barcode ready to print.

It should be possible to check the text of the barcode by looking at the formula bar.
When you have printed your scan sheet, make sure you test it by attempting to scan all the
barcodes. If the barcodes are too small or too close together, the layout may need to be
rearranged to make it easier to scan the correct code.
For further detail on creating printed barcodes, see
http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W88
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Initialise a scanner
About this task
Each new scanner should be initialised to ensure that its internal clock is set correctly. This
may also need to be performed when the scanner’s batteries are replaced.

Steps to perform
Required Rights: All user levels
Page: Session editor (or Admin menu)
 Plug the cable into the computer, and the scanner into the cable.
 Click the scanner icon (the little picture of the scanner with a tick on it) in
the top left-hand corner of the website to activate the control.

 Right click the scanner icon, and select “Initialise scanner”.
 The scanner will beep several times.
 Once the beeping has stopped, perform a test scan/upload to ensure that
the clock is now correct. Once the upload is complete, the scanner can be
safely unplugged.
 Assuming that the scan succeeds, the scanner is ready for distribution.
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Change discipline specific settings
About this task
The information that is collected with a referral can be changed on a health service wide or
discipline wide level – discipline level settings overrule health service wide settings, which
overrule the default values.

Steps to perform
Required Rights: System Administrator, Product
Category Administrator, or Discipline Administrator
Page: Discipline Settings
Select: Discipline

 Change the dropdowns that need
editing.
 Collect Location for Non-Clinical-Care Sessions
 Collect Referral Cancelled Date
 Collect Referral Compensable Status
 Collect Referral Destination
 Collect Referral Indicator For
Intervention
 Collect Referral Medical Diagnosis
 Collect Referral DOH New Registration
 Collect Referrer
 Collect Referral Reason
 Collect Referral Source
 Collect Referred For Service Type
 Collect Referral Therapy Diagnosis
 When you’re done, click “Save”.

For further detail about modifying a discipline’s settings, see
http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W52
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Create a blanket referral
About this task
Referrals link together the treatments or sessions with a patient for a condition - essentially
the "episode of Allied Health care", ‘tracking’ the patient’s movements through the hospital.
There are two types of referrals:


Regular, for a single patient identified by a patient number.

Blanket, for all patients in a certain group, typically used in ED and other cost centres
that see many patients for a short period of time. Blanket referrals can only be
created by superusers.
Blanket referrals store information such as Receiving Cost Centre.


Steps to perform
Required Rights: Discipline Administrator or higher
Page: Maintain Referrals

 If you are a product category
administrator, choose a discipline from the dropdown.
 Click “New Blanket Referral”. The new blanket referral will be shown on the
right. Make your selections from the options, and then click “Save”.

The blanket referral is now available to users from the Patient Attendance Editor.
For further detail about creating blanket referrals, see
http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W106
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Close old referrals
About this task
Each patient attendance in the system requires a referral, either individual or blanket. The
same referral may be used for multiple attendances, but eventually a given referral may no
longer be needed.
To reflect this, it is possible for a super user to close referrals that are no longer used.
All users, including users with no administrative privileges, are able to close referrals that
they have opened. Managers are able to close referrals for employees in units that they
control.

Steps to perform
Required Rights: Cost Centre Manager or higher (to edit other people’s referrals – everyone
can access the page and close their own referrals)
Page: Maintain Referrals
 Use the filtering options to list the referrals you want to close. For example,
you might want to close all referrals by a particular staff member if that staff
member left the organisation – so you’d select their name from the drop
down, before clicking “Search”.
 To finalise an individual referral, click the “Select” link at its left hand side. In
the referral editor that appears on the right, click “Finalise”.
 To finalise all valid referrals returned from the search, click “Finalise Valid”
just above the list.
 To finalise all referrals returned from the search, click “Finalise All” just
above the list.

For further detail about the Maintain Referrals page, see
http://hrt.org.au/fogbugz/default.asp?W86
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